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Network Update

- 400 stations operating in
- 31 countries with
- 7 countries sharing surface current data
Role of Global Network
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Wave Measurements
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Wave Data from 04/24/2017 to 05/01/2017
New Jersey 13 MHz

Tsunami Detection

Tsunami Response Center

SeaSonde Sites Status

Site Name | Last Update | Last Detection | Detection History
---------|-------------|----------------|-------------------
BRAD     | 6 minutes ago | On Shore: 1.6e+1 | Along Shore: 0e+0
BRMR     | 6 minutes ago | On Shore: -3e+1 | Along Shore: 0e+0
BRNT     | 5 minutes ago | On Shore: 0e+0   | Along Shore: 0e+0
LOVE     | 6 minutes ago | On Shore: 0e+0   | Along Shore: 0e+0

June 13, 2013
Meteotsunami